
RRW’s Mask Suggestions and Photos

Any mask will be helpful!
Any color is FINE!

It is YOUR choice what KIND of MASK you wear!

Your comfort, fit, and freedom to breathe through your mouth and move your jaw are
most important. Also, remember that the mask must cover your nose and mouth even as
you sing. You likely already have masks that will work beautifully.

Some have asked about “singer’s masks” so I am showing those below. They are pricey.

But please know that the inexpensive surgical masks work splendidly in recent aerosol
studies of singers -- second only to the N95 mask. Those disposable surgical masks work
well for many face shapes and activities.

This is a
disposable,
surgery-style
mask. You can
find these
everywhere
now and I have
gotten mine on
Amazon.com.
For my face size,
comfort, and
coolness
(temperature
not style) this is

the winner for me. I workout, teach/dance, and will sing in this. My microphone goes
outside of the mask and picks up sound well.



More expensive masks:

Some singers have really liked the Halo mask.
It has: adjustable metal for around the nose,
boning in the center of the mask (nose to
chin) to help keep it away from the mouth,
extra chin space, adjustable ear loops, and a
filter that is very highly rated. It is sized.
HALO Mask: Filtered Face Masks - Breathe
Freely | HALO Life

This is the Resonant Singer’s Mask. It is fitted
with two adjustable straps that do not go
around your ears, has adjustable metal for
around the nose, extra space for the jaw to
move, keeps the mask away from mouth, and
has a filter that can be used. If I was to order
this again, I would go up a size -- it should
stick out away from the mouth farther.
RESONANCE Singer's Mask with disposable

biofilters - MyMusicFolders

This is the Broadway Relief Project singer's
mask. It has adjustable ear loops, adjustable
metal for around the nose, extra space for the
jaw to move, and keeps the mask away from
the mouth. This is the adult size (one size) and
there is a child size.

The Singer's Mask — Broadway Relief Project.


